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Preproduction  
 

Project Overview  
 
Develop an understanding of the purpose of the video - a video is about emotion and not just 
information such as text or images.  You want a viewer to watch it, to agree with it, remember 
it and then do something.  
 

 What is the reason for making the video and who is the target audience? 
o What is the situation, product, service, problem, conflict or challenge that the 

organization wants to address in the video? 
o What is the purpose of the video (to create awareness, to educate, to recruit 

volunteers, to change perceptions, to raise funds, etc.)? 
o Who is the target audience (be specific)? 
o Where will be video be seen (website, social media platforms, email marketing 

campaigns, etc.)? 
 What is the key message to be presented or the question that the video is answering? 

o Is the message clearly defined, simple, easy to understand and memorable? 
o What are the key points/sections/topics of the video?   
o What is the emotional connection to be created (anger, joy, nostalgia, happiness, 

inspiration, etc)? 
o Who/what is the central actor? 

 What criteria will determine the video’s success? 
o Has an outline and/or script been developed or does it need to be developed? 
o Is speaker video footage and supporting footage/images available from the 

organization?   
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o Does supporting footage/images need to be provided?  
o Does additional speaker video footage need to be shot? 
o Is voiceover needed for the video? 
o Are logo, branding graphics, color scheme and font selection available? 
o What is the desired length of the finished video? 
o What is the timeline for production? 
o Who are the decision makers and stakeholders and are they available for timely 

feedback? 
 
A discussion document for project planning is on our website. 
 
Project Plan  
 
Based on an understanding of the project, develop a project plan to establish expectations, 
scope, schedule and deliverables.  
 

1. Project purpose and Intent – An understanding of the scope, target audience and video 
use.  

 
2. Deliverables – Responsibilities for development of the video storyline/script, shot list, 

voiceover script, and finished video.  
 

3. Content sources – Responsibilities for providing speaker video (A roll), supporting 
footage (B roll), voiceover, stock footage/images, graphics, logo/branding assets, and 
music. 

 
4. Technical Structure – Definition of the finished video to include intro, outro, video 

footage, transitions, cropping, images, music, titles, text overlay, sound effects and 
voiceover will be edited in the video as needed and appropriate. 

 
5. Project Schedule – Target date for the final video 

 
6. Project Communications – Project stakeholders and contact information 

 
 

Storyline, Script and Shot List 
 
Develop a storyline, script and shot list to guide the production process. The storyline and script 
detail the structure, the scenes and their content - speaker footage (A roll), supporting footage 
(B roll), and narration voiceover. If the project includes video shooting, prepare a shot list as 
well. 
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Storyline  

1. What is the overall structure?  
 Story arc (exposition, rising action, climax, resolution) or character arc (hero’s 

journey) 
 What are the storyline drivers – dialogue, narrative, music, visuals 

2. What is the opening scene/attention grabber? 
 Typical approaches could be a motion graphic, action video clip, dynamic music 

track, emotional video clip, video clip that asks a probing question or quotation, 
disturbing video clip, video clip focusing on a major social issue 

3. What are the key topics/scenes?   
 Typical topics are who we are, what we do, the need for our services, why our 

work is important, how we are different, success stories, why we need 
donations, how donations are used 

4. What is the closing scene? 
 Typical closings could include a call to action for donations, information for 

contacting the organization, emotional video clip, authoritative video clip that 
endorses the organization, video clip emphasizing the need for immediate 
action, video clip that reemphasizes or refocuses on the opening question or 
emotion 

 Is the call to action simple and asks viewer to do one thing?  
  

Script  
 

Scene and 
Topic for 
Storyline 
Reference 

Text over Narrative - Speaker 
or Voiceover   

Visual – Speaker 
Video, Supporting 
Video (B roll Footage 
or Stock) or Graphic 

Sound Design – 
Music, Background 
Audio or Sound 
Effect 

Key 
message 
or topic of 
the scene  

Text over on 
the screen  

Written speaker or 
voiceover narrative 

The visual/audio 
footage of a speaker,  
supporting 
video/image or  
graphic  

The music, 
background audio or 
sound effects  

 

An example script for a 60 second promo is on our website. 
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Shot List  
 
Develop a shot list of who will be in the video, what are their roles, what are the details on the 
location, is it inside or outside, time constraints on any speakers in the video 
 
Is this video shoot for an interview, supporting video (B roll or cinéma vérité ) or video sound 
bites? 

1. Interviews/Speakers 
 Who are the individuals to be in the videos 
 Is this video to be shot inside, outside or both? 
 If inside, what is the location?  Is it a quiet area? 
 If outside, what is the location?  Is it a quiet area? 
 Who is developing the questions and vetting with the interviewee? 
 Who will be asking the questions and reminding the interviewee to rephrase the 

question when answering? 
2. Supporting video 

 Supporting footage is shot for B roll or cinéma vérité (real-time moments of 
people engaged in some type of activity).  What types of relevant activities could 
be shot? 

 What other scenes and activities are needed to be shot? 
3. Video sound bites 

a. Who are the individuals for these videos?   
b. Is this video to be shot inside, outside or both? 

 
Type Identifier   Location Speaker/Topic/Activity Notes 
Interviews/speakers, 
supporting video (B 
roll, cinéma vérité), 
or video sound bites  

Key words to 
identify the 
shot 

Where the 
shot will be 
filmed 

The speaker or supporting 
footage topic/ activity 

 

 
 
A discussion document to provide information and input for the shot list is on our website. 
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Production 
 

Interviews/Speakers (A roll) 
 
General 

 Use a comfortable and familiar location for the interview  
 Listen and be interested in the person’s response 
 Let them in on your purpose of the video 
 Develop a list of questions and have person include a rephrasing of the question in their 

response; allow short break after response before next question 
 Tell the speaker that you will be looking at the camera periodically to check on its 

operation but continue to look at you not the camera 
 Shoot  supporting footage (B roll) after the interview to get a list of scenes to shoot;  

include video sound bites of other individuals as well as supporting footage 
 
Guidelines for Recording using a Smartphone 

 In addition to the information for a video camera in the sections below, our website has 
a guidelines document for recording testimonials with a smart phone. 

 
Audio Guidelines (using separate recorder or camera with audio input) 
 

 Use a  lavalier mic plugged into the recorder and drop cord straight down front if hard to 
hide  

 Record at 44.1 khz and 16 bit 
 Set recorder gain to adjust recorder audio levels  to -12 db  
 Record 30 seconds of ambient sound for use in editing  
 Use headphones  to monitor 

 
Video Guidelines 
 

 The background that will be seen in the video frame should complement and not 
distract from the content of the video. The background can be either a neutral one or 
one that is consistent with the interview – an office, classroom, laboratory, etc.  Have 
the speaker at least 6 feet from the background.  If using a neutral background, a dark 
background is better as shadows won’t show 

 Also make sure that there isn’t anything in the background that distracts from the 
speaker such as an object that appears to grow out of their head.  Ensure that there is 
no movement in the background.   

 If there are objects in the background that have straight lines, such as a window frame, 
picture frames, furniture, etc.,  use them in the frame to guide the viewer’s eyes to the 
speaker.  
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 Shoot fairly close up – mid chest up or tighter.   Have a small amount of space in the 
frame above the head of the speaker. 

 Have the camera level with the speaker’s eyes.  
 Use 70 to 100 mm focal length lens for best facial features 
 Use an f stop of 2.8 or above to avoid speaker going out of focus on movement 
 Put camera on shadow side of the speakers face  
 Sit slightly to the side of the camera on the side of the speakers face that is lit by the key 

light  
 Have speaker look just off camera at you instead of right at it. Also frame the speaker 

slightly off-center horizontally and vertically. Keep more space on the side of the frame 
that the speaker is looking towards  

 If the video is one that is a personal message or call to action rather than a 
documentary, then having the speaker talk to the camera (and the audience) is OK 
rather than looking off camera. 

 If using one camera, repeat the interview from a different angle 
 If this is a tutorial that requires a demonstration, make sure that all images are “zoomed 

out” enough to capture enough of the speaker’s body to encompass all movements, and 
that hands/arms/heads are not cut off.   

 Have the speaker sit rather than stand if it makes them more comfortable.   
 Use custom white balance; lock exposure and focus 
 Multi cameras  

o Camera A in front of speaker with bottom of frame at chest level.  Put B camera 
about 45 degrees off axis from A camera with bottom of frame at shoulder level. 

o Or Camera A in front of speaker with bottom of frame at the waist level and Camera 
B in front of speaker with bottom of frame at shoulder level.  
 

 

     Documentary style looking off camera                     Call to action style looking at camera 
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              Tutorial style framing 

 
Inside Lighting Guidelines 
 

 Turn off all overhead lights in the room 
 Main light – 45 degrees to side of person and 45 degrees up 
 Side light– at the subject's head-and-shoulder level and slightly behind, just glancing off 

the head, cheek and shoulder area at about 20%  brightness of key light; opposite side 
of Main light  

 If softbox lights are not available, use light from a window for the main light positioned 
roughly at a 45 degree angle from person.  Use a table light off frame to smooth out the 
shadows from the window light.  Experiment with rotating the speaker and camera to 
get the best look that you can.  

 
 

 

Inside lighting setup 
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Outside Lighting Guidelines 
 

 Shoot outside at golden hour for best lighting if possible  
 If shooting in direct sunlight 

o Position subject to have sun over shoulder and bounce light onto other shoulder 
and face with reflector 

o Use larger zoom when shooting with sun behind subject to avoid lens flare 
o Adjust exposure to account for the contrast difference from the sun  
o Use an ND filter 

 

 
 

Direct Sunlight Setup 

 If shooting in a shadow area 
o Use a diffuser with subject in direct sun or a reflector to bounce light back onto 

subject in a shadow  

 
Supporting footage (B roll, video sound bites and cinéma vérité) 
 
General 
 

 B roll are video clips usually without sound which support the storyline of the video.  
o Let the subject of the B roll in on your purpose of the video and  explain why and 

how you are shooting B roll  
o Ask the subject to tell you of normal activities they engage in that you can shoot 

 Cinéma vérité are candid, unscripted video clips, including audio, of people engaged in 
an activity. 

 Video sound bites are short video clips of people describing a situation or providing a 
viewpoint on a situation 

o Get compact sound bites and succulent thoughts 
 
Audio Guidelines 
 

 Get some natural sounds from the environment to use in editing 
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Video Guidelines 
 

 Tell a story with your footage. Shoot in sequences - beginning, middle, end  
 Shots to support an interview 

o Establishing shot with subject walking through door or into the room 
o Subject walking towards camera while looking off camera 
o Video portrait of subject looking into camera 
o Medium shot doing something 
o Close-up of face 
o Close-up of hands doing something 
o Over the shoulder of hands doing something 
o Cutaway (detail shot) 

 Shots to support an event 
o Establish location – wide shots 
o Action – medium shots 
o Emotion/expression/reaction moments – closeup  
o Object detail  – very closeup 

 Shots to support a documentary 
o Video sound bites 
o B roll that fits the story 
o Transitional B roll 

 Shoot shots that add emotion/impact 
 Always be on the lookout for reaction shots  
 Shoot 10 second shots.  Hold shot a few seconds slightly longer than you think  
 Use multiple and interesting perspectives/angles, shot size, and composition 

o Shoot wide, medium, close-up and cutaway (interesting) shots of scenes 
o Shoot from various perspectives, including  high angles, low angles and over-the-

shoulder point of view shots 
o For key scenes, shoot several times with at least a 45 degree difference in shooting 

angle  
o Find the background of the shot you want and put the subject in it 
o See the shot in your mind first  
o Use obstacles to reveal the subject 
o Use slight camera movements to add interest - – left, right, forward, back, up, down 

 Think about and look for opening and closing scenes to shoot 
 Give your shots more depth and dimension by adding foreground elements  using 

leading lines and symmetry  
 Include people with action in a shot of buildings, scenery, factory, etc.    
 If an object can move, have it in motion through the scene rather than moving the 

camera.  Shoot person/object moving through the shot, person entering/leaving the 
shot, etc.  
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 Capture action in a scene by shooting from different perspectives rather than excessive 
camera movement trying to follow the action 

 When following action start with stationary frame (clean entrance) and end with 
stationary frame (clean exit) 

 Establish the zoom point before shooting; move instead of zooming 
 Lock in consistent white balance between shots in a scene using a white balance setting 
 Lock in consistent exposure in a shot using exposure hold  or manual focus 

 

 
 
                    Wide shot – High Angle                   Medium shot with foreground elements 
 

  
                            Closeup shot                       Cutaway shot – same scene as closeup shot 
 
 
Handheld shooting guidelines 
 

 Move with lower body not the upper body 
o Pan with legs planted while pivoting hips,  keeping arms and camera close to body  
o Push in or out with legs planted and moving upper body as one unit, keeping arms 

and camera close to body  
 Walk on balls of feet,  hitting ground lightly with knees bent and smooth forward 

motion, arms close to body, while keeping camera slightly out front from body 
 Use a tripod as a stabilizer by using one hand under the tripod head and keeping legs 

hanging and folded 
 Use a surface to stabilize the camera 
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Post Production 
 
Editing 
 
Planning 

 Review script and organize raw video by scenes 
 Define the ending before starting to edit  
 Precut raw video into video clips to use 
 Source additional stock video and images as needed as well as music selections and 

sound effects 
 Set up project folders and bin structures  

Rough Cut 

 Assemble video clips into timeline by scene and storyline drivers  
 Adjust overall pace and timing 
 Use supporting video/images to cover speaker jump cuts and/or augment speaker video 

clips  with additional camera angles as needed  
 Record voiceover segments  
 Insert voiceover on timeline and align supporting video with voiceover timing 
 Normalize audio peaks for each video clip and voiceover 
 Assemble opening and closing with titles and graphics   
 Assemble a rough cut with video clips/images, voiceover, titles,  graphics, and text over  

Fine Cuts 
 

 Fix awkward edits, confusing story points and interruptions in flow 
 Fix/enhance video clips – lighting adjustment, white balance, color enhancement 
 Add visual overlay effects and stylized effects  
 Add video transitions 
 Make speaker audio noise reduction adjustments and recheck speaker audio levels 

o Include room tone under speech 
o Add speech constant gain transitions  

 Add music and sound effects  
o Music should be able to stand alone without the video images and tell a story 

through dynamics of the music 
o Music should stop or change with a shift in scene with the pacing of cuts to fit 

the beat and emotion of the music 
o Music volume should not distract from speech 
o Crossfade music tracks 

 Add sound effects and cinematic sound design 
 Finetune dialogue, narrative, music and sound effect audio levels 
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 Use headphones and speaker to set final audio adjustments 
 Review video at full screen to ensure all images are high enough resolution 
 Finalize fine cut with video clips, images, graphics, music, sound effects, voiceover, 

transitions, titles, and text over   
 
Final Version 
 

 Develop a final version for release and render  

o File format – MP4 with AAC audio and H.264 video  
o Video bit rate  1080p - 8 mpbs     
o Audio bit rate  stereo -  384 kbps             
o Audio sampling   48 kbps  
o Video frame rate  30 fps 

 Include license and attribution for music  

For a summary, see the Editing Guidelines on our website. 
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Hosting 
 
Website 

 Whether the website is coded with HTML or a platform like WordPress is used, the 
video can be embedded on the website page from YouTube, Vimeo, Google Drive, or 
One Drive.    

 Make sure your video content is easy to find. Good spots include front and center on 
your homepage for company overviews, your About Us page for behind-the-scenes and 
videos that tell the story of your company, and product pages for product videos. 

 Always test your website using a mobile browser to make sure your videos are displayed 
and play properly. 

 

Email 

 Email platforms such as Mail Chimp or Constant Contact can embed a thumbnail and 
link to the video in an email marketing message 

 

YouTube 

 Make the most of titles, descriptions, and tags. Videos themselves aren’t searchable, so 
YouTube relies on this text to provide relevant search results. Be sure to include 
keywords that your customers are likely to search for. 

 Create a compelling thumbnail rather than the default thumbnail that YouTube creates 
 Publish as Private or Unlisted until ready for release and then publish as Public 
 Explore YouTube Cards and Annotations. YouTube gives creators the ability to add notes 

and links on top of videos using their Cards and Annotations features. Use these 
features to encourage viewers to take further action when watching your videos such as 
liking the video 

 Organize videos into playlists. Creating themed playlists not only makes videos easier for 
viewers to consume your content, but also helps you appear more often in search 
results. 

 

Facebook 

 Upload video directly to Facebook. When you share videos to Facebook, upload them 
directly rather than posting a link to a video hosted on your website, YouTube, or 
another platform. Native Facebook sees a much wider organic reach than links, thanks 
to Facebook’s News Feed algorithm, which favors video over links. 

 Captivate in the first few seconds. Because native Facebook video auto-plays in the 
News Feed, make sure to capture viewers’ attention in the first few seconds. 
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 Organize your videos. Use the Videos tab on your business page to organize your videos 
into playlists for easy access. 

 

Instagram 

 When you share a video on Instagram, a preview of it (the first 60 seconds of your 
video) will appear in Feed. Once the preview is finished, the video pauses and 
viewers will need to tap Keep watching to continue watching the full video. The full 
video will be visible from Feed, your profile grid and your profile’s video tab. 


